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NEW QUESTION: 1
AppTransaction Xpert leverages Wireshark decodes for analysis.
AppTransaction Xpert also includes proprietary decodes for

additional protocols, including: (Select 3)
A. SOAP
B. Crystal reports
C. Citrix
D. SAP
E. FTP
Answer: A,C,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are a functional consultant for Contoso Entertainment
System USA (USMF).
You need to ensure that when you purchase item number 1000
named Surface Pro 128GB, you can request a single unit or a box
of eight units.
To complete this task, sign in to the Dynamics 365 portal.
Answer:
Explanation:
See explanation below.
Explanation
You need to configure a Unit of Measure for the box of eight
units and another Unit of Measure for the single unit if one
doesn't already exist.
* Navigate to item number 1000.
* Select Item &gt; Units of Measure.
* Click New.
* In the Code field, select an appropriate code such as
* In the QTY per unit of measure
* There is likely to be a default Unit of Measure for
purchasing a single unit. If there isn't, click New again.
* Select the PCS for the Code and enter 1 for the QTY per unit
of measure.

NEW QUESTION: 3
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Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4

Sally has a Hot Fix Accumulator (HFA) she wants to install on
her Security Gateway which operates with GAiA, but she cannot
SCP the HFA to the system. She can SSH into the
Security Gateway, but she has never been able to SCP files to
it. What would be the most likely reason she cannot do so?
A. She needs to run sysconfig and restart the SSH process.
B. She needs to edit /etc/SSHd/SSHd_config and add the Standard
Mode account.
C. She needs to run cpconfig to enable the ability to SCP
files.
D. She needs to edit /etc/scpusers and add the Standard Mode
account.
Answer: D
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